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💡 Link to register: https://andrewgao.typeform.com/to/u7aOYM

Due to the number of participants in the Helyx research programs 40, we have 
decided that it is no longer feasible to have a group of tens of students working 
on the same research topic. This, as well as the fact that there are limited novel 
research questions possible because of the limited available data, have led us to 
create a new vision for the Helyx Research programs.

Some reasons why we're making this shift.

Large number of participants

Difficulty over managing who is in charge of what aspect

Conflict over author rank on final paper

Not enough individual tasks to distribute

Limited original coronavirus genomics data
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Most of the research is being done in a lab and there's not that much that 
can be done with just sequence data

Epidemiological coronavirus data is there, but it's all the same kind

There is an oversaturation of research being done on forecasting the 
spread of coronavirus

We will still have coronavirus research but they will mainly be used as examples 
and perhaps a few students can continue to work on this in smaller groups.

Now, many of you actually originally signed up to research lung cancer, 
Parkinson's, autism, and other topics. 

We are now moving forward with that!

Students will form groups of 24. We will not have any individual researchers 
because in our experience, working alone makes it harder to be accountable and 
keep oneself on track. However, if you reach out to me Andrew) privately and 
explain your special situation that makes this impossible, I will consider an 
exception.

Steps for you to take:

 Fill out the form

 Review the topics/dataset list (provided once you register)

 Do NOT share to outsiders.

 Find a group of students who want to research the same topic as you

 Figure out what topic you will research.

 Choose one person to be the group leader

 This can change if someone is inactive or slacking off.

 Have ONLY the leader fill out the teaming sheet
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 The leader must DM Andrew on Discord and ask for editing access 
(provide an email)

 You will begin research on your topic. The research falls into two categories:

 Machine Learning/Data Analysis 

 DNA/RNA Expression Analysis

 I will talk with your team to set up a timeline and progress milestones.

 I, or a Helyx Research Lead, will periodically check in with you and make sure 
you are doing ok. We will provide a template.

 After you get your results or data, Joanne, the editor in chief, will assist you 
with putting your research into a paper format. 

 Your research will be published through the Helyx Journal. If another journal 
allows it, you can also submit your research to a professional journal. 

Here's an example.

Say you choose the Alzheimer's MRI dataset.

Your research would center around using machine learning to predict Alzheimer's 
based on MRI images. You would work to write a paper talking about your 
process and results.

Benefits of the research program:

Get research experience!

Get a paper you could submit for real publication

Get research you can submit to prestigious science competitions

Get a paper you can attach to applications, internship requests, etc.

$10 reward for publication!


